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Digital
adjective

(of signals or data) expressed as a series of the 
digits 0 and 1, typically represented by values of a 
physical quantity such as voltage or magnetic 
polarization

(Google)



Background
• First popular digital mode for communication 

invented in 1836, by Samuel Morse
• Standardized in 1865
• Simple rules with 5 components

– dot, dash (3 dots long), inter-element space (1 dot 
long), inter-character space (3 dots long), inter-word 
space (5 dots long)

• Machine copyable:  telegraphy = remote writing
• Some people prefer do it manually to this day
• Modern, inexpensive computers allow access to 

digital signal processing - other modes possible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The code symbols under the title spell “BACKGROUND” in American Morse Code – the original code.  Note that C, R, and O are quite different than the International Morse Code we use today.



Pros and Cons of Digital Modes



Pros and Cons

• Cons
– Most require special equipment, and generally 

a knowledge of computers
– Semi-necessary to know how to type (30WPM 

or better to get the best results on most digital 
modes)



Pros and Cons
• Pros

– Speeds much faster than Morse code
– Can be error corrected for perfect copy
– Low power
– Efficient use of spectrum – even high speed modes use less 

bandwidth than a typical voice communication 
– Excellent for hearing impaired
– Learning to type 30 WPM is generally easier than learning to do 

Morse code at that speed.  (30 WPM was the standard for Gr. 9 
typing class in 1978).

– High speed - Experienced typists can manage 100 WPM, not 
possible with (manual) Morse code.  Other data modes even 
faster.

– Multi-media: video, audio, text



Emissions and Modes



Emissions
• OOK 

– On-off Keying
• CW / Morse Code
• Feld-Hell

• PSK
– Phase Shift Keying

• BPSK, QPSK, OPSK
• 31, 63, 125, 250, 500

• FSK
– Frequency Shift Keying 

• RTTY, Pactor 
• MFSK

– Multiple Frequency Shift 
Keying

• MFSK16, Olivia, MT63 
(MT63-NBEMS), WSJT

• DSS
– Digital Spread Spectrum

• Chip-64
• SSTV

– Slow Scan Television
– Not really a digital mode, but 

often part of the software
– Sometimes seen near digital 

slices, esp. 30m
– Some modes have SSTV 

functionality (MFSK16)
– MP73-N narrow SSTV



On-Off Keying



On-Off Keying Modes
• Morse Code (CW)

– Can be done manually without special equipment
– Can be challenging to decode manual code by 

machine depending on skills of sender
• Machine decoding reveals the “fist” of a human sender.  Most 

people don’t conform to standards as well as they think, but 
some people are awesome.

– 50-100 Hz nominal bandwidth
– 80+ WPM by machine, 40-50 WPM by hand with the 

best operators
– Good power density, excellent in poor band condx



On-Off Keying Modes
• Feld-Hell (Helleschreiber)

– Facsimile – sends pictures of the letters

– Named after inventor, Rudolf Hell.  Devised in late 1920s, now 
emulated with sound cards on computers

– Originally printed on paper tape
• Always two lines to ensure readable on tape regardless of sync
• Used with Enigma in WW2

– Decoded by eye, OK in mediocre conditions
– ~35 WPM
– 75 Hz minimum bandwidth  (245 Hz filter standard)


hell

null

Other

7.8541465





Phase Shift Keying 



Phase Shift Keying Modes
• Very common digital mode
• BPSK - Two-level code
• BPSK31:  31 Hz bandwidth (theoretical), ~80 actual
• Varicode, not ASCII

– Lower case letters are shorter, quicker to send
– characters used most frequently have shorter codes 

• ~50 WPM effective speed
• Power density similar to CW
• No error correction
• -9 dB S/N minimum to decode
• BPSK normally USB, but doesn’t matter
• PSK sounds like a whistle with a slight warble and a beat frequency.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Binary PSK uses only two states, and the relevant bit is the change of phase from one to the other.  Consequently, a person doing BPSK on USB can communicate with a person doing BPSK on LSB as long as they can see each other’s signal.  With other digital modes this is not always possible.


radio-psk31-bpsk

null

Other

15.0465555





Phase Shift Keying Modes
• BPSK63, BPSK125, etc.

– More bandwidth for increased speed
– BPSK63: ~100 WPM
– BPSK125: ~200 WPM

• QPSK31 etc.
– 4-phases
– Extra levels used for error correction
– Seldom seen, but useful depending on condx
– USB / LSB matters

• -6 dB S/N minimum

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QPSK uses 4 phases, so it matters not only that there is a phase change, but what the phase actually is.  Unlike BPSK, this means that both people have to be in USB or LSB or they will not be able to decode each other’s signal.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a very well tuned BPSK31 signal.  Notice that there are two idle tones, 31 Hz apart, and no sidebands.



Frequency Shift Keying 



Frequency Shift Keying Modes
• RTTY – Radio Teletype, very common
• You can still do this with TTY machines
• Normally 2 frequencies (mark / space), 170 Hz 

apart
• 2 character sets of 31 characters (plus shift on, 

shift off)
• Uppercase only, 67 WPM, no error correction
• -5.5 dB minimum S/N
• USB


radio-audio-rtty-170-45

null

Other

27.792





Presenter
Presentation Notes
RTTY is normally done by AFSK on USB.  You can do it on LSB, but you will have to hit the “reverse” mode on the software (or everyone else will have to do so to receive you).



Multiple Frequency Shift Keying 
Modes

• Like FSK, but spread the signal out over more 
frequencies.

• Wider signals:
– MFSK16: 250 Hz, 42 WPM
– Olivia: 250 to 1000 Hz, 14-20 WPM

• MFSK16 also has limited SSTV capability
• Forward Error Correction

– In general, you copy it all, or you get almost nothing
• You can decode even when you can’t really see them on 

the waterfall
– Olivia: -11 to -14 dB S/N
– MFSK16: -13 dB S/N

• USB


radio-audio-olivia-500-16

null

Other

35.568





Multiple Frequency Shift Keying 
Modes

• JT65 (WSJT- Weak Signal JT)(K1JT)
• Used for meteor scatter, moon bounce, 

weak signal applications
• -30ish dB S/N
• Slow, but not intended for rag chewing


radio-audio-JT65A

null

Other

146.52625





Making It Happen



Equipment
• Receive – You’ll need:

– An SSB receiver
– A computer (or other device) with a sound 

card/processor (cables / interfaces etc)
– Software to decode the signal

• Transmit – You’ll need:
– A way of entering messages to have them sent 

(software or firmware)
– A way of transferring the sound out of the computer 

and into the SSB transmitter (mic works, TNC is 
better)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of the digital modes are audio based, therefore it is possible to communicate with pretty much any radio simply by playing the audio out of the modem into the mic input on a radio.  However, that is not a “standard” way of operating, is not very efficient, and highly unlikely you’ll ever see anyone doing it.



Getting Started
Minimum:
- simple computer
- some kind of sound capability
- a method to get that sound into your radio

Could be as simple as a tablet playing out the 
speaker to your radio microphone.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These devices are often called TNC (Terminal Network Controller), but a more accurate description would be “radio modem”.



Getting Started
• Decent computer is better

– Better signal processing capabilities
– Multi-core CPU - 2 GHz
– Windows: >= 6 GB, Windows 7 or higher
– Linux: >= 4 GB
– Mac: good luck, hope you’re a DIY person.
– 2 monitors really helps

• Internet connection helps
– Most s/w does logging to eQSL, LotW, etc.
– DX spots, solar info, APRS
– Can you bring your internet in via amateur radio too?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These devices are often called TNC (Terminal Network Controller), but a more accurate description would be “radio modem”.



A Digital Station
• Quad Core, 2.4 GHz laptop, Win 8.1
• 12 GB RAM
• External monitor
• RigExpert Plus
• Kantronics KPC 3+

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These devices are often called TNC (Terminal Network Controller), but a more accurate description would be “radio modem”.



Do it yourself

• Sound card interfaces are an excellent 
starter project

• Google “amateur radio home brew sound 
card interface”

Design and Construction Manual for an Isolating 
Sound Card Interface for SSB Transceivers

• http://bit.ly/1x9tpeZ

http://bit.ly/1x9tpeZ


Do it yourself



• Plug in a keyboard and a radio and go
• Available pre-built or as a kit
• Small 7" x 4" x 1" standalone, battery-operated

Fully Assembled US/CAN: $220
Full Kit US/CAN: ~ $175

http://www.nue-psk.com/

NUE-PSK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Used a lot by back packers or (HF Packers)  Any standard PC Keyboard.  Roll up keyboard a definite plus



RigExpert Models

Complete Set - RigExpert TI5 with prewired cable          $340.00
Complete Set - RigExpert Standard and prewired cable   $240.00

http://www.rigexpert.net

http://www.rigexpert.net/gettingstarted/description/description.html




RIGblaster
• RIGblaster pro USB/Serial Complete $380

• RIGblaster plus II USB/Serial Complete USB and Serial 
Port RS232 $200

• RIGblaster Nomic USB/Serial Complete USB and Serial 
Port RS232 $75

• RIGblaster Data Jack plug & play Complete USB only
$150



SignaLink USB

• Simple interface
• $120

USB
Digital

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simple interface to computer, offloads Audio to an isolated audio interface in the SiganLink. Additional cables available for interface to other radio types.This is the primary setup of N2GWK.  Same SignaLink, FT-817 QRP carry on, FT857 Mobile, or FT897 Home QTHSame cables, same interface, same setup, no muss no fuss.



Software



Software
• Ham Radio Deluxe

– Approx $100  ($50/yr for ongoing support)
– Advanced rig control and digital modes software
– Excellent logging features

• MixW
– Approx $70
– Produced by RigExpert people, but works with just about any computer 

configuration
– Good logging features

• MultiPSK
– Does pretty much every digital mode you can imagine, and then some
– Very steep learning curve
– Poor documentation
– Shareware.  Paid version has extra features

• Fldigi
– Linux
– Free

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All these software titles are for Windows.  There exist other programs with similar features for Linux.  Macintosh, as is so often the case, has the least choice in this area, although there are Macintosh amateur radio packages.



Tricks and Traps



Tricks and Traps

• Transmitter Power
– Except for SSTV, seldom require huge power
– If you’re not reaching for other galaxies, leave your amp off.

• Duty Cycle
– Some modes are high duty cycle (RTTY, SSTV)
– Think about your finals, especially if you tend to be “verbose”

• Normally USB, all bands, even 160 / 80 / 40
– BPSK doesn’t care
– Some modes can be “reversed” for LSB

• Most are audio-based so they can be played into FM, AM, etc. and still work 
if the other end listens the same way.

• Upper/lower case – In some modes (Morse code, RTTY) everything is 
upper case.  In other modes (BPSK, QPSK) using all upper case slows 
you down substantially.



Tricks and Traps
• Clean signals!
• If your ALC meter shows movement, your signal is not clean
• Wide, dirty signals cause QRM, and waste power and bandwidth
• How to tune up for PSK:

– Set transmitter to maximum power, and meter to ALC
– Turn off speech processing
– Transmit PSK idle tones
– While transmitting idle tones, adjust audio IN to the radio to show no 

ALC
– Adjust audio down below the NO ALC level to show peak power out 

about 40% of maximum (40 Watts peak on a 100 Watt radio).  If you 
don’t have a peak meter, adjust to show average power of 25% of 
maximum (25 Watts average on a 100 Watt radio).

– When transmitting text (not idle tones), you should get about 50% max 
power peak, 35% max power average with this configuration.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These instructions are for tweaking your radio for BPSK31.  In general, once the radio is set this way, it will work for other modes very effectively.  Some other modes are more tolerant of ALC, or can have the power turned up a bit by increasing the audio.  At all times, amateurs should consider that best practices say to use the minimum power necessary for communication.



Good PSK signal.  IMD 
-35 dB

Notice the signal is only 
about 40 Hz wide.

Poor PSK signal.  IMD 
-11 dB

This signal is 200 Hz wide.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The lower picture is magnified relative to the upper picture.  Even though the lower picture is a “bad” signal, it would actually be considered “not terrible”.  A really bad signal can be 1000 Hz wide and have a dozen sidebars.  Those sorts of mega-bad signals are often caused by people using amplifiers on their PSK transmission and not adjusting things properly.  Very wide PSK signals are highly disruptive worldwide.



Tricks and Traps
• If you reduce maximum transmitter power, 

you will have to adjust audio levels for no 
ALC, and 40% / 25% of your new power 
level.  You can’t just crank down the power 
and go.

• Once set up for PSK, remember these 
settings, they are generally appropriate for 
all digital modes, although your power 
meter will read differently in other modes.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first point cannot be overstressed.  If you set up per these instructions it will be a “max power” setting.  If you wish to use lower power, you must make the adjustments appropriately.  If you merely crank the power down, you will get a lot of ALC on almost any radio and put out a very wide, spammy signal.



Where To Find



Where to find?
• 160m – 1837 USB
• 80m – 3580 USB +/- depending on W1AW 

schedule, 3576 (JT65)
• 40m – 7070 USB (USA), 7032.5 (Olivia), 7076 

(JT65)
• 30m – 10132 USB (SSTV-N), 10140+ USB 

(other), 10138 (JT65)
• 20m – 14070 (PSK), 14073+ (MFSK), 14063+ 

(Hell), 14080 (RTTY), 14230 SSTV, 14076.4 
(Olivia), 14076 (JT65)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These frequencies may vary slightly from region to region and depending on what contests are working at any time.  80m PSK suffers some interference from W1AW code practice.30 Meters @10140 can get a lot of QRM from US Shortwave at 5.020 AM.  100KW SW Station puts out a mean 2nd harmonic.  Engage IPO on Yeasu to alleviate the problem.  



Where to find?
• 17m – 18100, 18101
• 15m – 21070, 21076
• 12m – 24920
• 10m – 28120
• 6m – 50290
• Olivia is often used in pre-agreed channels

– http://hflink.com/olivia/

http://hflink.com/olivia/


Resources



Resources

• Useful links
– Digital mode descriptions

• http://f1ult.free.fr/DIGIMODES/DIGI.htm (French)
• http://f1ult.free.fr/DIGIMODES/MULTIPSK/digimod

esF6CTE_en.htm (English)
– Olivia frequencies

• http://hflink.com/olivia/
– Ham Radio Deluxe

• http://www.ham-radio-deluxe.com/

http://f1ult.free.fr/DIGIMODES/DIGI.htm
http://f1ult.free.fr/DIGIMODES/MULTIPSK/digimodesF6CTE_en.htm
http://hflink.com/olivia/
http://www.ham-radio-deluxe.com/


Resources

• Useful links
– Digital modes clubs

• PODXS 070 Club: http://www.podxs070.com
• 30 Meter Digital Group: http://www.30meterdigital.org
• Digital Modes Club: http://www.digital-modes-club.org
• Feld Hell Club: http://sites.google.com/site/feldhellclub
• European PSK Club: http://eu.srars.org

– Digital Sounds
• http://www.kc0tks.org/index.php?option=com_cont

ent&task=view&id=38&Itemid=45

http://www.podxs070.com/
http://www.30meterdigital.org/
http://www.digital-modes-club.org/
http://sites.google.com/site/feldhellclub
http://eu.srars.org/
http://www.kc0tks.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=38&Itemid=45


Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All on 50 W peak, or less into a ground-mounted vertical antenna…  Who says there’s no DX during a solar minimum?ZL3RG – 3 May 2008, 30m, BPSK31 – Christchurch, New ZealandA45WD – 23 Jun 2008, 30m, BPSK31 - OmanJA8GLZ – 6 Nov 2006, 17m, BPSK31 – Hokkaido, JapanUS7MM – 9 Jan 2007, 17m, BPSK31 – Schastie, UkraineC91R – 16 Nov 2007, 20m, BPSK31 – Maputo, MozambiqueLW5EAE – 27 Jan 2008, 40m, BPSK31 – Azul, ArgentinaVK2XF – 1 Oct 2008, 40m, BPSK31 – Albury, AustraliaOX3DB – 24 Jan 2009, 30m, BPSK31 – Nuuk, Greenland
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